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Episode 99: 9 Top SLP Resume Questions Answered by
Demi Fritz, Founder of the SLP Resume!
Are you Just starting out as an SLP, shifting fields or
settings, transitioning, or just looking for a new role?
Polishing up your resume and interview skills is a
must. In this episode, you’ll hear tips and
suggestions for different scenarios from an SLP who
has literally made it her business to help other SLPs
do their best in applying to, and getting the roles
they want.

Discussion & Reflection Questions
1. When was the last time you updated your
resume? Is it current and focussed on all of
the skills you can bring to a role?
2. Do you tailor your resume to each position
you apply for? Think about how you can do
this.
3. How do you research the people and
organizations you are applying for roles with?
Think about how you can incorporate that
knowledge of the organization and culture in
your application and interview process.
4. What interview prep do you do before you
go? Think about ways to answer questions,
build your self-confidence and show why you
think you are the person for the position.
5.

How and when do you follow up with
employers after an interview? Think about
ways you can continue to showcase who you
are and what you can bring in your follow up.

Demi Fritz, M.S., CCC-SLP
Demi Fritz, is a speech-language pathologist from
the Chicago-land area turned resume writer.
She started SLP Resume a few years ago because
there was a lack of information about resumes,
interviewing, and the job search process for
speech-language pathologists. She started
connecting with employers and professors to find
out what they wanted to see in a resume. The
information she collected helped her create resume
formulas and templates that completely differ from
anything you will find on the internet.
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Demi founded SLP Resume, which has grown over
the years and now has six people on the team. Every
year they help aspiring SLPs find their dream job or
get into graduate school.

Quote from the Conversation
“Really get to the core of why you want this position,
and what aligns with the research that you're doing
for the position, and kind of merge those two things
together. So, research, research, research!”
- Demi Fritz

Keep the Conversation Going
Thank you for listening to The Missing Link for SLPs
podcast! If you enjoyed the show, I'd love you to
subscribe, rate it and leave a short review. Also,
please share an episode with a friend. Together we can
raise awareness and help more SLPs find and connect
those missing links to help them feel confident in their
patient care every step of the way.
Follow me on Instagram, join the Fresh SLP
community on Facebook or learn more at
FreshSLP.com or badassslp.com.
Let's make those connections. You got this!

Contact info:
www.slpresume.com
www.otresume.com
infoslpresume@gmail.com
Instagram: @slpresume / @otresumes
Facebook: slpresumes / or resume
Enter "FRESHSLP15"
for 15% off everything in the SLPResume Store!

Do you have a question you'd like answered on the show?
Interested in sharing your experience as an SLP with our audience?
Send a message to Mattie@FreshSLP.com!
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